
Epigenetics Around the Web: Integrative medicine physicians and new book ‘Born
Anxious’ fail Epigenetics 101

This week’s features: A new book hyped by several sites is likely based on pseudoscience, which 
underscores why physicians need to be more careful when discussing epigenetics. Plus, see 
what’s trending on the Epigenetics Literacy Project.

That’s right, you heard me correctly… you can alter your gene expression and it’s modifiable… 
and that, my friends, are what epigenetics refers to.

–Julie Chen, MD

Another physician whiffs at explaining epigenetics

When it comes to your health–who do you trust the most?

Many people rely on their favorite news outlet, like the Washington Post or the New York Times. There is
Google Doctor, which can provide an answer to any question, in seconds, although reliability is always an
issue.

But for many of us, the source we trust the most when it comes to our health is our physician. Which is
why a recent article discussing the relationship between our health and epigenetics has me worried–yet
again.

In the April 3 Epigenetics Around the Web, I chastised Havard-educated TV doctor Sarah Gottfried, whose
new book–“Younger: A Breakthrough Program to Reset Your Genes, Reverse Aging, and Turn Back the
Clock 10 Years”–contains several irresponsible statements about the relationship between human health 
and epigenetics. For example, she perpetuated the misconception that lifestyle changes allow a person to 
control their genes. The following week, I critiqued another physician (although not a practicing one), 
Laura Catena, for misrepresenting epigenetics and inheritance in a Huffington Post article.

Now, another an “integrative medicine physician” is misrepresenting the science about epigenetics: Julie
Chen, who practices in San Jose, CA. In a post on Huffington Post, “Epigenetics: What Does That Mean? 
Why Do We Care?” Chen demonstrated repeatedly she does not understand epigenetics.
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Dr. Julie Chen

https://geneticliteracyproject.org/2017/04/03/epigenetics-around-web-no-dr-sarah-gottfried-cant-control-genes-lifestyle-tweaks/
https://geneticliteracyproject.org/2017/04/11/epigenetics-around-web-no-income-inequality-not-cause-epigenetic-changes-botching-lamarck/
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/epigeneticswhat-does-that-mean-why-do-we-care_us_590ba4dfe4b056aa2363d33e
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/epigeneticswhat-does-that-mean-why-do-we-care_us_590ba4dfe4b056aa2363d33e


Making similar mistakes in her analysis as Gottfried, Chen operates on the assumption that epigenetics 
allows us to control our genes, writing: “That’s right, you heard me correctly… you can alter your gene 
expression and it’s modifiable… and that, my friends, are what epigenetics refers to.” She added: “The 
message I want to convey here is that you are not a slave to your genetics.”

Epigenetics doesn’t allow you to control your genes. Period. This pervasive belief is dangerous and needs 
to stop.

In reality, there are numerous cellular and molecular interactions that play a role in gene expression.
Some of these processes do respond to the environment, but many do not. This idea worries me because
when you tell someone they can control their genes, they start to believe they don’t need to get tested for
diseases with substantial genetic basis, such as cancer. Why get an invasive procedure like a
colonoscopy if eating right will allow you to keep those pesky cancer genes in the off position? Why pay
for an expensive genetic screen when it’s easier and cheaper to eat some kale and rise above the destiny
in your DNA.

This idea that epigenetics may play a role in how the environment affects your health is new and poorly
understood. For most practicing physicians, it wasn’t covered in school–not even in undergraduate. And
most of the science is not based on human studies so the applicability to humans is still unclear. Because
of how much trust these people have in society, it’s best physicians (and other care providers) refrain from
advising their patients based on epigenetics until the science is more settled.

Relax you weren’t ‘Born Anxious’

Daniel Keating, University of Michigan psychology professor, says his research has found a link between
“early and lifelong anxiety and stress, leading to problems in social relationships and mental and physical
health—and even to shorter lives.” Keating has a new book, Born Anxious, in which he outlines his belief
that epigenetics is the mechanism that underlies this idea. But it’s more likely that Keating is misstating
the science.

Excerpts from and reviews of the book have popped up on several sites over the past few weeks. 
Huffington Post, NBC News, Life Hacker, Mic but the most egregious one is the excerpt that appeared in 
Scientific American.

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/the-hidden-biological-costs-of-inequality-the-root_us_58ff8f82e4b047ce3ee27cb2
http://www.nbcnews.com/better/wellness/born-anxious-why-some-us-are-wired-worry-n748896
http://lifehacker.com/why-some-people-are-born-anxious-1794428828
https://mic.com/articles/176414/the-anxious-state-of-america-is-affecting-babies-in-the-womb-here-s-the-science#.5pifHwMrN
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/why-some-people-are-born-to-worry-excerpt/


First, though, it’s important to point out this isn’t the first time I

addressed Keating’s opinions about epigenetics. In the April 11 EATW, I dissected an article he wrote on
CNN in which he claimed that income inequality causes stress that, in turn, induces life-long epigenetic
changes. In that critique, I noted that Keating was falling into a trap many do when there is an
unexplainable phenomenon or connection–they just claim epigenetics is the link. As Sir Adrian Bird a
geneticist at the University of Edinburgh famously said: “Epigenetics is a useful word if you don’t know
what’s going on — if you do, you use something else.” A logical fallacy he repeats in Scientific American.

The article describes the work of a couple of scientists working at McGill University on rats and stress
tolerance: Michael Meaney and Moshe Szyf. After describing their work, Keating jumps right to this
declaration, “There it is, I thought, there’s our answer: stress can get under the skin, changing the very 
way our genes function.” 

https://geneticliteracyproject.org/2017/04/11/epigenetics-around-web-no-income-inequality-not-cause-epigenetic-changes-botching-lamarck/


While Meaney and Szyf have done some interesting work, there are several reasons not to trust Keating’s
conclusions. First of all, he has just one publication on epigenetics and it wasn’t a study in which he
attempted to validate his hypothesis in a lab. No, it was a review of others’ work in the field. Second, allthe
work in this field has been done on rodents–it always bears repeating: humans are not mice. Just onlyone-
third of rodent studies have results that actually translate to humans. And when it comes to stress and
anxiety these studies may be even more unreliable. Human psychology is far too complex to be fully
understood in a rodent study. Not to mention how transient epigenetic changes linked to early life stress
have been shown to be–recent studies have shown that a positive experience can remove them which
throws a lot of cold water on Keating’s claim that they can impact an entire lifetime.

I haven’t read Born Anxious yet but based on Keating’s previous work but I suggest if you’re looking for a
good read to look elsewhere.

Trending on the Epigenetics Literacy Project
The Brains Immune System

Image not found or type unknown Separate no more: Genetics, epigenetics play key roles in linking immune

system to brain

The human brain is separated from immune cells in the bloodstream by the so-called blood-brain barrier,
which effectively protects the brain from most pathogens and toxins. But two new studies new work is
questioning how separate they really are.
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Image not found or type unknown New ‘muffin study’: Epigenetics may explain advantages of polyunsaturated fat

Previous research has demonstrated that saturated fat is more fattening and less muscle building than
polyunsaturated fats. A new study shows that the choice of fat causes epigenetic changes which in turn
could contribute to differences in fat storage.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/26822449
https://geneticliteracyproject.org/2017/04/24/epigenetics-around-web-evolution-instincts-real-behavioral-plasticity/
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Image not found or type unknown Epigenetically modified organisms: The coming EPO farming and foodrevolution?

One idea that has been investigated by crop scientists is modifying a gene’s behavior through altering a
plant’s epigenome. The idea is still in its infancy and faces many challenges, but experts believe
epigenetically modified organisms (EPOs) may hold a great deal of promise for offering solutions to these
agricultural problems.

For more epigenetics news—as well as background about the microbiome and endocrine
disruptors—check out the Epigenetics Literacy Project, a sister-site to the GLP. Follow us on Twitter and
like our Facebook page.

Nicholas Staropoli is the director of the Epigenetics Literacy Project. He has an M.A. in biology 
from DePaul University and a B.S. in biomedical sciences from Marist College. Follow him on 
Twitter @NickfrmBoston

https://twitter.com/EpigeneLiteracy
https://twitter.com/NickfrmBoston

